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Jewelry 

Your Scan N Cut can cut through many types of fabrics. One being leather. Not all 
leather is created equal, so we will give it a try and see what happens. Cork is another 
great material to cur for jewelry. Cork is very popular these days and cork jewelry 
would make a great gift!  You can pick up some faux leather products at Hobby Lobby 
too. So, gather up your supplies and let’s see what we can create! 
 
Supplies 
 Laptop computer 

 You must have already gone to https://canvasworkspace.brother.com  and 
set up an account 
 Mouse Pad 
 Mouse 

 Scan N Cut 
 Power Cord 
 Operation Manual 

 Accessories 
 Standard Mat 12" × 12" with High Tack Support Sheet attached* (You must 
have a new mat to attach the support sheet. Otherwise it will not stick and will 
come off each time you cut.) 
 Scan N Cut 1 or 2 

 Blue Standard cut blade holder * 
 Purple Deep cut blade & holder * 

 Scan N Cut DX 
 Black Auto Blade holder* 
 Gold Fabric Blade holder* 

 Notion 
 Scraper* 
 Brayer* 
 Craft scissors* 
 X-acto knife 
 If you want to use leather: 

 Thin piece of leather - thinner the better 
 Sulky Sticky Fabric Solvy* 

 If you want to use faux leather: 
 1 roll Faux Leather Ribbon - I got mine at Hob-

by Lobby in the ribbon section 

https://canvasworkspace.brother.com/


 Sulky Sticky Fabric Solvy* 
 If you want to use Cork: 

 6” x 6” piece of cork fabric (larger is ok, this is the min-
imum size)* 

 Misc. jewelry findings as needed 
 Misc. 

 USB  Stick* 
 Pen & Paper for notes 
 Non Alcohol Baby Wipes  

 
 


